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kara and mark discover the importance of writing in the spanish-speaking world, and learn a few
tricks of the trade in this weeks lesson of coffee break spanish. in addition, listeners will learn how

to write the spanish alphabet in their own hand. please note that lesson 27 of season 1 was
originally known as this weeks lesson of coffee break spanish is all about talking! listeners will learn
how to introduce themselves and others, and ask and answer questions. they will also learn how to
deal with the different types of questions in the spanish-speaking world. please note that lesson 26

of season 1 was originally known as lesson 122 of coffee break spanish. we have in this weeks
lesson of coffee break spanish, mark and kara discuss the importance of punctuation in writing and
speaking. listeners will learn about the different types of punctuation, as well as how to use them
correctly. they will also learn how to deal with the different types of punctuation in the spanish-

speaking world. please note that lesson 25 of season welcome to coffee break spanish! mark and
kara introduce themselves, and go over the basics of the language, from the alphabet, to grammar.
please note that lesson 18 of season 1 was originally known as lesson 119 of coffee break spanish.
we have renamed and renumbered the lessons of each this weeks lesson of coffee break spanish is

all about stopping! listeners will learn how to introduce themselves and others, and how to ask
questions. they will also learn how to deal with the different types of questions in the spanish-

speaking world. please note that lesson 24 of season 1 was originally known as lesson 136 of coffee
break spanish. we have
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we?ll look at all these facts
and more in the first ten
lessons of coffee break
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french. and at the end of
each lesson you can

download a transcript of
the lesson, complete with

all the key words and
phrases, in both french and
english! hi mark, thanks for
getting back to us and for

the explanation. the
descriptions you provided

on the coffee break website
seem to indicate that

lessons 1-30 of season 2
have a similar pace to the

earlier lessons, while
lessons 31-40 are slightly
more challenging. in this
way, i think youve got it
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right. thanks again for the
explanation. hi lenny.

apologies for the slow reply
our notifications were not
set correctly so we missed
your comment. were sorry

that you find that the
conversations in lessons

31-40 are a big jump from
the rest of the course. its

true that there is an
increase in the difficulty
level, but we wanted to

introduce a more
challenging level at the end

of the course because
when learners are exposed

to real french when
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travelling then this is not
slowed-down, easy french

its how people really speak.
the conversations in

lessons 31-40 build on what
has gone before and we

feel that they represent a
fair progression from the

earlier lessons, while
offering learners the

chance to be challenged
more. as you progress onto
season 2 youll see that for
lessons 1-30 we return to

the similar pace of the
earlier lessons, always
growing and moving

forward. then lessons 31-40
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of season 2 have a similar
more challenging nature. i
hope this helps to explain.
hi gery. sorry for the slow

reply our notifications were
not set correctly so we
missed your comment.
were sorry that you find
that the conversations in
lessons 31-40 are a big

jump from the rest of the
course. its true that there is
an increase in the difficulty

level, but we wanted to
introduce a more

challenging level at the end
of the course because

when learners are exposed
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to real french when
travelling then this is not
slowed-down, easy french

its how people really speak.
the conversations in

lessons 31-40 build on what
has gone before and we

feel that they represent a
fair progression from the

earlier lessons, while
offering learners the

chance to be challenged
more. as you progress onto
season 2 youll see that for
lessons 1-30 we return to

the similar pace of the
earlier lessons, always
growing and moving
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forward. then lessons 31-40
of season 2 have a similar
more challenging nature. i
hope this helps to explain.
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